
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
DISTRICT OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

Town of Wolfeboro

v. Civil No. 12-cv-130-JD

Wright-Pierce, Inc.

O R D E R

Wolfeboro brought suit against Wright-Pierce, Inc., alleging

claims that arose from the failure of Wolfeboro’s rapid

infiltration basin (“RIB”) wastewater treatment system which was

designed and engineered by Wright-Pierce.  Wolfeboro moves in

limine to strike Wright-Pierce’s affirmative defenses of

mitigation and comparative fault.  Wright-Pierce objects.

Background

On April 19, 2005, the New Hampshire Department of

Environmental Services (“DES”) issued an administrative order to

address Wolfeboro’s treatment of wastewater and the disposal of

treated water.  The order required Wolfeboro, among other things,

to submit a “Wastewater Treatment and Disposal Plan” and then to

implement the measures identified in the plan.  In November of

2005, Wolfeboro hired Wright-Pierce to provide professional

engineering services to allow Wolfeboro to respond to the DES

order.

Wolfeboro and Wright-Pierce entered into a series of

contracts for Wright-Pierce to provide engineering services,
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which included creating a plan to be submitted to DES and to

design the wastewater disposal system identified in the plan. 

Wright-Pierce recommended construction of a RIB system on

specific property, referred to as the Wolf 1A site.  Wright-

Pierce told Wolfeboro that it had a high degree of confidence

that the Wolf 1A site would have the ability to effectively

dispose of 600,000 gallons of wastewater per day.  Wolfeboro

purchased the Wolf 1A site and constructed the RIB system, as

recommended, designed, and engineered by Wright-Pierce.  The RIB

system was completed and began operation in March of 2009. 

In April of 2009, Wolfeboro noticed damage to the Wolf 1A

site.  Wolfeboro alleges that the RIB system does not and will

not perform as designed or intended and that it is unable to

discharge wastewater at anywhere near the permitted design load

of 600,000 gallons per day without causing additional damage to

the site and incurring potential DES fines.

Wolfeboro filed suit on April 2, 2012, alleging that Wright-

Pierce performed engineering services which failed to comply with

the professional standard of care, breached its contracts with

Wolfeboro, and misrepresented that the Wolf 1A site was suitable

for the construction of the RIB system which was designed to

operate at the annual volume of 600,000 gallons per day when

Wright-Pierce had information that contradicted that

representation.  Wolfeboro contends that the Wolf 1A site is a

total loss, and seeks damages in the amount of $8,876,055.13.
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Wright-Pierce denies Wolfeboro’s allegations and asserts

that its services met the standard of care.  Wright-Pierce

contends that any issues with the site relate to improper

operation by Wolfeboro.  Wright-Pierce also contends that the

site can be remediated at a fraction of the cost that would be

incurred by abandoning the site.

Discussion

Wolfeboro moves to strike Wright-Pierce’s affirmative

defenses of failure to mitigate damages and comparative fault. 

In support, Wolfeboro contends that Wright-Pierce cannot prove

its mitigation defense and lacks expert opinion that Wolfeboro

was at fault.  Wright-Pierce objects, contending that the

defenses should be presented to and decided by the jury.

“The court may strike from a pleading an insufficient

defense or any redundant, immaterial, impertinent, or scandalous

matter.”  Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(f).  A party may move to strike

“either before responding to the pleading or, if a response is

not allowed, within 21 days after being served with the

pleading.”  Id.  Wolfeboro’s motions to strike do not comply with

the requirements of Rule 12(f).

Although styled as motions to strike, Wolfeboro is seeking a

dispositive ruling on the merits of the mitigation and

comparative fault defenses, based on the record evidence. 

Wolfeboro should have addressed these matters in a timely motion
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for summary judgment.  The merits of the mitigation and

comparative fault defenses cannot be resolved in the present

procedural posture of the case.  Wolfeboro’s next available

recourse is a motion pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure

50(a), if that is appropriate.

The issues raised in the motions pertaining to the

applicable legal standards and the evidentiary requirements of

the defenses that the court will apply in this case are outlined

below.

A.  Mitigation

Under New Hampshire law, “[a]s a general rule, plaintiffs

may not recover damages for harm that could have been avoided

through reasonable efforts or expenditures.”  Flanagan v.

Prudhomme, 138 N.H. 561, 575 (1994); accord Grenier v. Barclay

Square Commercial Condo. Owners’ Ass’n, 150 N.H. 111, 119 (2003). 

In the context of breach of contract, the claimant “must take

such measures to lessen his or her losses as can be effectuated

with reasonable effort and without undue risk.”  Audette v.

Cummings, --- N.H. ---, 82 A.2d 1269, 1274 (2013).  “The

defendants bear the burden of proving that the plaintiff failed

to mitigate damages.”  Grenier, 150 N.H. at 119; accord Audette,

--- N.H. ---, 82 A.2d at 1274; see also Parem Contracting Corp.

v. Welch Const. Co., Inc., 128 N.H. 254, 259-60 (1986)

(disapproving contrary language in Grant v. Town of Newton, 117
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N.H. 159, 162 (1977)).  The jury is “free to accept or reject

conflicting evidence and to determine the weight and credence to

give evidence in making its [damages] award.”  Akwa Vista, LLC v.

NRT, Inc., 160 N.H. 594, 603 (2010).

Wolfeboro argues, in part, that Wright-Pierce cannot prove

its failure to mitigate defense because it lacks expert opinion

testimony to show that the measures it proposed would have

mitigated Wolfeboro’s damages.  In response, Wright-Pierce states

that its “affirmative defense of mitigation relates to ordinary

negligence in: (1) the Town’s start-up of the RIB site; (2) the

Town’s failure to retain a professional to investigate and

provide remediation input for two years; and (3) the Town’s

failure to implement a remediation plan as proposed by S.W. Cole

and H&A.”  Wright-Pierce further contends that it does not

require an expert to support its mitigation defense because it

can rely on Wolfeboro’s expert witnesses and fact evidence.

Under New Hampshire law, “[w]here scientific issues would be

beyond the capacity of persons of common experience and knowledge

to form a valid judgment themselves, expert evidence is required

to assist a jury in its decision.”  Whitaker v. L.A. Drew, Inc.,

149 N.H. 55, 57 (2003).  The New Hampshire Supreme Court has

required expert opinion testimony to prove that the lack of

properly functioning brakes caused the accident in question, id.;

medical causation for claims of physical injuries, Reed v. County

of Hillsborough, 148 N.H. 590, 591 (2002); and  the standard of
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professional care in constructing a swimming pool, Lemay v.

Burnett, 139 N.H. 633, 635-36 (1995); see also Mailhot v. Am. Red

Cross, 2013 WL 3872826, at *3 (D.N.H. July 25, 2013).  

Wright-Pierce greatly oversimplifies this case by suggesting

that its mitigation defense relates to “ordinary negligence”

which does not require expert opinion testimony.  The mitigation

issues here pertain to the design, engineering, operation, and

failure of the RIB system and to the continued use of the Wolf 1A

site.  Those matters implicate specialized engineering,

geotechnical, hydrological, and other scientific and professional

principles and knowledge that are far beyond the common

understanding of lay persons.  Therefore, expert opinion

testimony will be required to show that Wolfeboro did not act

reasonably in taking the measures it did or in failing to take

other measures to mitigate its damages.

B.  Comparative Fault

Wolfeboro challenges Wright-Pierce’s comparative fault

defenses on the ground that Wright-Pierce lacks expert witness

opinion to support the defenses.  In response, Wright-Pierce

argues that the defenses pertain to ordinary negligence, which

does not require expert opinion evidence.  Wright-Pierce asserts

that although Wolfeboro will be required to prove its

professional negligence claim with expert opinion evidence,

Wright-Pierce’s comparative fault defense to the professional
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negligence claim does not require expert opinion evidence. 

Wright-Pierce is mistaken.

New Hampshire recognizes the defense of comparative fault. 

RSA 507:7-d; Goudreaut v. Kleeman, 158 N.H. 236, 253 (2009).  The

plaintiff’s fault will not bar recovery as long as the

plaintiff’s fault was not greater than the defendant’s fault,

“but the damages awarded shall be diminished in proportion to the

amount of fault attributed to the plaintiff by general verdict.” 

RSA 507:7-d.  The party asserting the defense of comparative

fault bears the burden of showing the existence and amount of the

opposing party’s fault.  Id.

As is explained in Part A above with respect to the

mitigation defense, New Hampshire requires expert opinion

evidence to prove scientific issues “that would be beyond the

capacity of persons of common experience and knowledge to form a

valid judgment themselves.”  Whitaker, 149 N.H. at 57.  The 

professional negligence claim and comparative fault defenses in

this case implicate specialized engineering, geotechnical,

hydrological, and other scientific and professional principles

and knowledge that are far beyond the common understanding of lay

persons.  Therefore, to succeed on its comparative fault

defenses, Wright-Pierce will have to present expert opinion

evidence to show that Wolfeboro was at fault and the amount of

Wolfeboro’s fault.
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Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, the plaintiff’s motions to strike

(documents nos. 91 and 92) are denied.

The defendant is put on notice that it will be required to

prove its mitigation and comparative fault defenses with expert

opinion evidence.

SO ORDERED.

____________________________
Joseph A. DiClerico, Jr.
United States District Judge

April 1, 2014

cc: Rhian M.J. Cull, Esq.
John W. Dennehy, Esq.
Daniel Miville Deschenes, Esq.
Patricia B. Gary, Esq.
Matthew F. Lenzi, Esq.
Kelly Martin Malone, Esq.
Mary E. Maloney, Esq.
Seth Michael Pasakarnis, Esq.
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